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35. It is convenient to consider in reverse order the issues raised by 
articles ;, 4 and 5. The point covered in draft article 5, relating to matters 
not within the scope of the present articles, is a narrow one. Following the 
Commission '·s usual practice, the proposed· scope arMcle - draft article 1 - deals 
only with relations between States; and there is little warrant for departing 
from that practice in the case of the· present.topic• Nevertheless, some existing 

't.reaties do envisage that activities with transboundary effects may be conducted 
within the control either of States or of'. international organizations- The most 
notable of these are treaties which relate to activities in outer space or in the 
marine environment. In reference to· suoh cas-es, draft article 5 would show that 
the relationships between States remain ·with~n the scope of the·present articles" 
even though an international organization may also be involved. Furthermore, 
draft article 5 would negate any presumption that the relationships between States 
and international organizations 'are· governed by rules in substance different from 
those applying in the relations between States. The draft article may be compared 
with similar articles included in the 1969 Vienna Convention on the law of' 
treaties, 100/ and in the 1978 Vienna Convention on Succession of States in respect 
of treaties:-1011 

;6. It may·be useful to detail the course of development in the treaties dealing 
with outer space and with the law of the sea, not so much as a vindication of the 
need for draft article 5, but in order to shed some light on the increasingly rich 
and varied role of international organizations in the practice connected with the · 
present topic. The 1967 Treaty on the uses of' outer space 102/ reveals, in its 
article XIII, a characteristic progression. It begins with~e notion that States 
may conduct acttvities jointly, and may do so within the framework of an appropriate 
international organization; and this leads to the consequence that other parties ' 
may address 'then~elves either to the organization oF to the States which have 
conducted their activities within·itg framework. In the 1972 Convention -on 
international liability for damage caused by space objects, 103/ eligible 
international organizations, which declare their acceptance of the convention, .are 
installed as the potential partners of States in relation to the launching ·of 
space objects. The state or organization that launches, or procures the launching,. 
of a space object shares liability for any damage caused by that space object with 
.the State from whose territory or facility the space object was launched. 104/ 
:The 1979 "Moon Treaty" contains comparable provisions. 105/ The 1972 Convention 
stipulates th~t States which are parties, and are also members of an international 
organization ~uLch has accepted the Convention, share jointly and severally any 
liability incurred by that organization. 106/ · 

100/ Vienna, 23 May 1969, Article ;. 

101/ Vienna, 23 August 1978, Article 3. 
102/ Foot-rote 15 suEra. 

103/ Foot-note 20 suEra. 

104/ Ibid., Article V and Article XII, paragraphs 1 and 2. 

105 I Foot wof'Dte 95 supra, Article 16. 

106/ Foot-note20 supra, ~rticle XXII, paragraph 3. 

. ' ... 
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37. The 1958 Geneva Convention on the.high seas, 107/ after stating the general 
legal position that ships have the right to· ·fiy th'e"'flag ·Of -·their. -State of. 
registration, and are require~ to sail under th~t flag only, leaves open the 
possib.ili ty !'of .. ships employed .on the offi'cial service of an international 
organization flying the_ fl.ag,. o.f that organ,i.~at'ioni•. 108/ The United_ Nat.ions 
Convention on the Law of the Sea. 109 /'retains this provision. iri' slightly modified 
form. 110/ More importa.nj:,~y, hc)wever,. the latter· Convention i'ncludes 'a. ·number of 
provisions. comparable in s't~u,cture w:j:t.h. those. oT ttie 1912 Converltion on . 
inter.nat.:j.onal.. liability for damage ca~sed py sp~ce opjects, des~r'ibed irt the pr_ecedihg 
paragraph. Under ... these provisions .. ,' 'states. ar.e'· 'encoura_ged to wdrk "through ·competent 
interi1a ~ipna:j. oriani~atioris li .7". '.f. of ,exampie' - 'to .'achie'~e' the legis 1a ti ve and 
scient~fiq goals of the ,convent'~on' in .relation to marine' s'cientific r·esearch~ to the 
develop~pt', ~nd. transfer of marine' t;e·chnology, and tcr· the protection and preservatio·n 
of the 'mar~!?~. eiWll"Onm~iit . .' . lil/ As a . consequence, article 263 of the ·convention, . 
deal:j,..ng with "responsi'bii'{ty; and liability" ~rising out of marine scientific research, 
app~ie·s: equ,ally. to Stat~s' and tq internatio'nai .. <>r~g~ni'zatiorts; and it exterrds ·to' such 
organizations the similar. obligations which article· ·235 of the Cortvention· 'places on . 
States in respect of ·damage oaused by pollution of' the marine environment. 112/· .. 
Asl .~n entirely fieparat~ .ma,t.ter ._ not copriect~d in ar1y way 'with the earlier references 
in this paragl--aph. to "competent international organizations 11 - it should .. he ·noted 
that the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea makes provis.ion for · · · · ·' ' 
signature of. t,h.e Convention by .an international organization "constituted by States 
to which. its member States ha,ve transferred competence ov·er matters governed by the 
Con:vention,. fnc~uding the competence to enter into treaties in res.pect of the:s-e · 
matters".· ff3/. · · · · ' ·•:-

·.~· 

38 •. ,. r~:shqrt, .~~e circu.instances that draft article 5 is designed to cover· have'·.· ·, 
1;.h~,¥- own :Lmporta . .r1ce; b.u~ they are . only byproducts of larger' and ll!Ore signi·fi¢ant'': 
themes~· :.rh~. first. replies to the questionnaire, prepared o.y ·the Special Rapporteur 
with. the. help of the Se.cretariat, and addressed to sel.ected ··interriat'ional . , . . 

:-\'. . . . . . .. - - . . . ' 

organizatiQn~_, ,114/ .will s.erve as an· index of various w.Gl;YS in which St_a·tes work 
"through competent international organizations". or "within the'framewor'k of ari' 
appr,Qpria,te international organization". First ·- and here one harks back 'to ·the 
earliest t\Jemes o'f the present report - adverse trans boundary effects can,· by· 
definiti'on, only be resolved through international co-operation and \vhether: a 
problem :ra'ils strictly ·within the scope of the present topic, or is one which 

l. ' I I ' ~ ' . ' ' 

{oil Geneva, 29 April 1958. 

108/ ~., Article 7. 

109/ Foot...nooo 15 supra. 

110/ Ibid., Article 93. 
111/ See, in particular, Articles 197, 199, 200, 203-206 ,· 207 (4) , 

2o8(5r:-210(4), 211(1), (5), (6)(a) and (6)(b), 212(3}, 217(1) and (7), 
220(7), 239, 242(1), 243, 244, 251, 266, 271, 272, 273 and 278. 

112/ The text of Article 235 is set out in foo~te 99 supra. 

!!21 Article 305(l)(f) and Annex IX. 

114/ Document A/CN.4/378. 
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States choose to treat as if it fell within the scope of the topic - international 
organizations are essential catalysts. 115/ Secondly, they are also the main 
centres for data collection and dissemination. 116/ Thirdly, they provide 
the usual means for setting international standards, and monitoring compliance 
with those standards; 117/ and often norms thus established have as much influe~ce 
upon the conduct of StateS as the most authoritative codification of a customary 
law rule. Fourthly, the technical assistance which international organizations 
can provide - especially in relation to impact assessment - is often the key to 
the avoidance or resolution of disputes, by reducing areas of :disputed fact 

1121 See, for example, the work of the International Narcotics 
Control Board in furthering the aim of assuring and limiting the 
availability of drugs exclusively to legitimate uses~ ibid.P.7; the work 
of the World Health Organization in seeking to ensure that international 
transport facilities do not pose risks to health, and in promoting the 
necessary co-ordination between neighbouring countrie~ in-efforts to eradi~ate 
insert-borne disease, ibid. pp. 13-15; and the work of the Organisation for 
Economic Co-operation ~Development, acting through its Environment Committee, 
in relation to the problems of transboundary water and air pollution, 1]!9., pp. 23-27. 

116/ See, for example, the mandate of the Food and Agriculture Organization 
of the-ITnited Nations to collect, analyse, interpret and disseminate information 
relating to nutrition, food and agriculture, ibid., p. 8; the work of the 
International Atomic Energy Agency in fostering the exchange of scientific 
information in nuclear science and technology, ibid., p. 18; and the work of 
the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development in providing 
mutually agreed technical and economic data and in recommending mutually agreed 
policy options and legal principles which were duly taken into account in the 
formulation and implementation of the Convention on long-range transboundary 
air pollution, foo~,notc 37 supra, Document A/CN.4/378, pp. 25-27. 

117/ See, for example the measures which may be taken by 
the International Narcotics Control Board, pursuant to Article 14 
of the Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs, 1961, as amended, to ensure 
the execution of the provisions of the Convention, ibid. pp. 7 and 46-7; 
the work of the International Atomic Energy Agency ~eveloping various 
safety standards for nuclear activities or installations and, more specifically, 
an internationally recognized minimum value of radiation detriment, ibid., pp. 17-8; 
and the work of the Nuclear Energy Agency of OECD in encouraging the~monization 
of the regulatory policies and practices of Governments in the nuclear field, 
with particular reference to the safety of nuclear installations, protection of 
man against ionizing radiation and preservation of the environment, radioactive 
waste management, and nuclear third party liability and insurance,~., p. 29. 
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and suggesting ways of reconciling uses. 118/ Fifthly, international 
organizations have often a statutory obligation to assess dangers and give 
warnings of them; and they may also give guidance as to remedial measures. 119/ 
Finally - and, within the context of the present topic, this is a feature of the 
greatest importance - international organizations are frequently the means through 
which States rise above a pre-occupation with immediate irritations, and work 
together for the common interest in protecting the oceans and airspace, and all 
of the other interests which cannot be reduced to a finite equation between a 
given activity and a quantified and localized transboundary effect. 120/ 

118/ See, for example, the work of the Food and Agriculture Organization 
of the-ITnited Nations in conducting'research on the impact on the environment, 
within or outside the limits of national jurisdiction, of irrigation, of 
tropical forest exploitation, of pest management, of trypanosomiasis control, 
of pesticide use, of the pulp and paper industry, and of the hides, skins and 
leather industry, ibid. 1 p.ll; and the work of the International Atomic 
Energy Agency in providing assistance in data collection, studies and assessments 
at the request of a member State considering a project, ibid., p.l9. 

119/ See, for example, the role of the World Health Organization as 
the channel through which a warning is to be given to the international community 
of the outbreak of certain infectious diseases, ibid. pp. 13 and 16. See also the 
work of the International Atomic Energy Agency in facilitating co-operation 
among member States for preventing and limiting injurious effects in cases where 
a nuclear accident may have significant radiological impact in other States, 
~., p.l7. 

120/ See, for example, the work of the Food and Agriculture Organization 
of the United Nations in relation to research, data collection and the 
compilation of statistics on high seas and Antarctic fisheries, and on remote 
sensing technology, ibid., p.9; and the duty of the International Atomic 
Energy Agency, under the London Convention on the prevention of marine pollution 
by dumping of wastes and other matter, 29 December 1972, and the 
Barcelona Convention for the protection of the Mediterranean Sea against 
pollution, footnote 39 supra, to define high-level radioactive wastes and 
other such matter unsuitable' for dumping at sea, and to make recommendations to 
be fully taken into account by the Contracting Parties in issuing permits 
for the dumping at sea of radioactive matter not prohibited under the relevant 
Convention, Document A/CN.4/378, p.l8. 
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39. Before leaving the treaties relating to outer space and to the marine 
environment, discussed under the previous heading, one should consider the 
frequent and consistent usage in these treaties of the terms "responsibility" 121/ 
and "liability11 122/ - which, in the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, 
are even juxtaposed, as section and article headings. 123/ At first glance, it 
might be presumed that 11 responsibility" would have the same meaning as the 
expression "State responsibility" - that is, a responsibility arising from a 
wrongful act or omission of the State. The texts, however, make it clear that· 
the term "responsibility" has in these treaties quite a different meaning. It 
refers to the content of a primary obligation, not to its breach: 

"States are responsible for the fulfilment of their international 
obligations cQncerning the protection and preservation of the marine 
environment. They shall be liable in accordance with international law." 124/ 

'· ~ ' 

This provision may still leave a doubt about the relationship between 
"responsibility" and "liability"; but another, nearby article sheds some 
light upon the meaning of "liability": 

~J'States shall be liable for damage or loss attributable to them 
arising from measures taken pursuant to section 6 11 (which deals with 
enfo~ement of measures relating to the protection and preservation 
of the marine environment] "when such measures are unlawful or exceed 
those reasonably required in the light of available information." 125/ 

~/ Treaty on principles governing the activities of States in the 
exploration and use of outer space, including the moon and other celestial bodies, 
foot-note 15 supra, Article VI; Agreement governing the activities of States on the 
moon and other celestial bodies, foot-note 95 supra, Article 14(1); Convention on 
the marine environment of the Baltic Sea area, foot-note 97 supra, Article 17; 
United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, foot-note 15 supra, Articles 139 (1) , 
235, 263, 304, Annex III, Articles 4(4) and 22, Annex IX, Article 6. 

~/ Treaty on principles governing the activities of States in the 
exploration and use of outer space, including the moon and other celestial bodies, 
foot-note 15 supr~, Article VII; Convention on international liability for damage 
caused by space objects, foot-note 20 supra, Title, Preamble and Article II; 
Agreement governing the activities of States on the moon and other celestial bodies, 
foot-note 95 supra, A~ticle 14(2); Convention for the protection of the 
Mediterranean Sea against pollution, foot-note 39 supra, Article 12; 
Kuwait Regional Convention for co-operation on the ·protection of the marine 
environ~ent from pollution, foot-note 83 supra, Article XIII; Convention on the 
protection of the marine environment of the Baltic Sea area, foot-note 97 supra, 
article 17; Convention for the protection and development of the marine 
environment of the wider Caribbean region, foot-note 97 supra, Article 14; 
United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, foot-note 15 supra, Articles 13~(2·}, 
232, 235, 263, 304, Annex III, Articles 4(4) and 22, Annex IV, Articles 2(3) an~ 3, 
Annex IX, Article 6. 

123/ Ibid., Section 9 of Part XII and Article 235; Section 5 of Part XIII 
and Artlc1e-2b3. See also Articles 139 and 304. The full texts of Articles 235 
and 304 are set out in foot-note 99 supra, and an excerpt from paragraph (1) of 
Article 139 appears .. in foot-note 15 supra. 

124/ .!El<l·, Article 235(1). 

125/ Ibid., Article 232. 
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It is therefore quite clear that "liability" may .arise, .whether or not there has 
been a breach of an international obligation. "Liability", no less than 
"responsibility", refers in this Convention to the content of a primary obligation; 
and that obligation is to regulate activities within the territory or oont:."'l ' 
of the State,- so as to avo±d or repair transboundary loss or injury: 

nstates shall ensur.e that recourse is available in accordance wtth 
their legal systems for prompt and adequate compensation or other relief 
in respect of d'lmage caused by pollution of the marine env'ironment by 
natural or juridical persons under their jurisdiction." 126/ 

40. The phrase "responsibility and liability", as used in the United Nations 
Convention on the LaH of the Sea, therefore corresponds closely to the twin 
themes of prevention and reparation, which form ~he basis of the present ~opic. 
To illustrate this, it is not necessary to resort to a close fextua·l analysis 
of pr.o:visions'tnat were hammered out on the anvil of consensus. ·In the earliest 
of these treaties -the 1967 Treaty on the uses of outer space 12'7/ -the usage 
is already crystal~clear: 

·.: ·. 

11 Stat•3S Parties to the Treaty shall bear international responsibility 
for national activities in outer space, including the Moon and other 
celestial bodies, whether such activities are carr1ed on by governmental 
agencies or by non-governmental entities, and for assuring that national 
activities are carried· out in conformity with the provisions set forth 
in the present Treaty ••• " 128/ 

"Each State Party to the Treaty that launches or procures the 
launching of an object into outer space, including the Moon and other 
celestial bodies, atld each State from whose territory or facility an 
object is launched, is internationally liable for damage to another 
State Party to the Treaty or to its natural or juridical persons by 
such object ••• 11 129/ 

Equally, the Convention on the Law of the Sea especially in the provisions 
dealing with research and with the protection and preservation of the marine 
environment- does not"content itself with a statement of what is forbidden. 
Its emphasis, in article after article, is upon prescribing a course of conduct 
whfch, if followed ln good faith, will ensure that ~~nsboundary loss o·r injury is 
avoided or repaired. 130/ In these provision~, the- ~~·vention reposes multiple 
discretions in States, but furnishes them with guiae~ines and enjoins their 
co-operation. Unless ~ Stat~ 1 s whole course.of action is refra~tory, the 
application of these provisions may not disclose a point of intersection of harm 
and wr~~g._l)l/ If there is a modicum of co-operation, the duties of prevention 
and rep.il.ration can be discharged~ without establishing the exact location of that 

\ ' much dis~uted· po'int. 

_____ .~· 

126/ Ibid·., Article 235(2). 

l~J(Fo?t·not..! 15 s~p~~. 
128/ Ibid., Article VI. 

129/ Ibid., Article VII. 

130/ United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, foot-note 15 supr·a. 
See, in particular, Articles 194-"7, 20!-L 206-12, 234, 240, 242, 246 and 249 • 

.. !.1!_1 Second Report, foot-rote 38 supra. para. 59. 
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41. If thG principles ()f the present topic could be reduced to a math< ·.atical 
formula 1 "xn t.,roula always represent the unascertained point of i~terse0tion of 
harm and wrong. Sometimes the point can be precisely ascertained, because 
transboundary loss or injury has arisen from a wrongful act of the suu;~e State
for example, from a frontier transgression that constitutes a violation of 
sovereignty, or from the breach of a rule contained in a treaty regi.ne ~ made in 
pursuance of the pr·esent topic. Often, however, 11 X" r'emains at large1 because it is 
the product of complex variables, and because the parties do not agree ~;hether the 
conduct giving rise to transboundary loss or injury has passed tht:: point of 
wrongfulness. It is then that the rules and guidelines of the present topic are set 
in motion 1 not to decide whether the loss or injur) arose from a m~ongful act of the 
source State, but to articulate the duties of prevention and reparation. 
Draft ar•ticle 4 - as proposed by the Special Rapporteur - is therefore t1;uch mpre 
than a drafting precaution: it adverts to an essential relationshipf w:1tch cannot 
be reduced to a fixed measurement r bet>ieen the duty to prevent and repair 
transboundary.loss or injury and the unresolved question whether the lf"ss or injury 
arose from a wrongful act of the sou':'ce State. Conversely, in making a l:··egime or 
settling a claim pursuant to the present topic, States will give great ueight to 
their o~n perceptions as to where the extreme lim-its of lawfulness ruay lie. 

'.· 
42. Some of the imponderables described in the preceding paragraph loow darkly in 
a 1954 Co~vention between Yugoslavia and Austria. relating to the watel·~>" of the 
river Dra'lla. 132/ Both par·ties used their own sections of the river fo1n the generation 
of electric power.· The Austrian use resulted in a decreased minimum flow of water to 
Yugoslavia, while the Yt~gosla.v damming of the river caused a back-up c..f Hater in 
Austrian terri tory. .illl As is so often the case, the solution to the ; r·oblem took 
into account inte!'ests other than those initially involved. Austria <:::t:•:·ed, 
inter alia, to restrict the use of her po1~er stations to ensure the m::3).n~~enance of a 

.... .lllinimum now; to press no claims :tn respect of the existing back-ll!) c.~: '>4ater into her 
t; ...... ~terri tory; and to purchase surplus SUtnmer power from Yugoslavia. The '::-;tter . 

undertook not to increase the water back-up in Austrian territory, and ··.o accept 
Austrian power-station equipment in payment for: Austr'ia 's purchase of s:..:mmer power._!:.2,1./ 
There would be consuJtation before Yugoslavia took any step to add to ' :>:·!er development 
on its section of the river, cmd before Austria acted upon any plan t0 c.:.vert more 
water from ttle Drava river basin. A Joint Drava Commission was estabL '>hed to ... ensure 
consultation and exchange of inforn1ation. 1351 The parties also agree"\ that, as long 
as the conventional regime was being observed, they would not press tk::l' respective 
claims for interferen(';e with the flow of the river or the backing-up o:~ •:ater. 136/ 
The Convention gave no indication whether those claims. if revived, W•)Uld allege 
wrongfulness, or would be formulated as claims to reparation within the rubric of the 
present topic. 

ill/ Convention (with' annexes) concerning water economy queBti•J>: ~elating 
to the Prava, Gen.;;va, 25 May 1954. 

Aiil ~bi£.> Articles 1 and ). 

134_1 Ibi<!_. , Articles I, 2 and 3. Ther'e is perhaps an element c: <:paration 
in some of these provisions • 

. ill/ ~. , Ar·tic.:les. l (c) , 4 and 5. 

!iii Ibid., Article 3. 
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43. There is, of course, e.r1 extreme disoal~i ty between the tolerance that States 
are apt to demand of each other in r'elation to exposure to transboundary effects, 
and their meticulous Pespect in other cor:tf'!xts f01~ the rights of territorial 
sovereignty. For example, in the Drava Convention, Austria and Yugoslavia avoided 
the need to characterize the conduct of the source State in matters as serious as 
the flooding of an area of national terl"itor·y, and diversion of the flm>J of a much 
utilized river. By contr&st, the building of Salzburg airport, on Austria's frontier 
t,Jith the Federal Republic of Germany, would not have been conceivable without the 
Federal Republic's full and prior agreement to establish the required safety zone in 
German territory, though at Austria's expense. 137/ One might, therefore, regard the 
latter case as barely falling Hithin tho present topic, because the true transboundary 
effects were limited to increased noise levels and other minor consequences of the 
positioning of the flight path. Yet it is appropriate to emphasize that the solutions 
to many problems involving prospective transboundary loss or injury entail changes in 
a boundary regime. Just as there is cert.aL1ly no right to subject neighbouring 
territory to unlimited adve~"'se transbounda!"Y effects, so there may be a duty to 
accept, on equitable terms, some encroachments upon the use or enjoyment of territory. 

VIII. The Relationship t>Jith othe1~ Agr•eements 

44. The ostensible contrast bet..reen Pules made pu.·suant to the present topic, and 
those that "specify circumstances in which ·c.he occurrence of transboundary loss or 
injury arises from a wrongful ac':, or omission 1

·, ha[: been considered under the previous 
heading. It can be seen that the t1o~o kinds of rulf--S are mutually supporting. If 
States have not settled for themselves the points rt which harm and wrong intersect, 
and if no general rule of law has settled the matt~r for them, their usual and 
preferred course of action will be tc develop a ne\r context, in which the boundary 
line between what is permitted and what is forbidden can be drawn more or less to the 
satisfaction of all interests. The stimulus to a0reement may be mutual advantage -
in terms either of the particular subject-matter or• of the more generalized benefits 
that flow from good neighbourlilH:'ss; }.)8/ and there may be willingness to modify Ji8lts as 
a means of achievin[; a balance of intePests. J:n t;1e worst circumstance, when 
mutuality of inte.~est a·,d s;o,/..rill ar·c J.c.cki.:,:~, ;:.he principles that underlie the 

137 I Agl'eenent betHeen the Fede~·al Tiepublic of Germany and the 
Republic of Al st;·ia concerning the effects on the territory of the 
Federal Repub]ic of Germany of construction end operation of the Salsburg airport, 
foot-note 14 ~upr~, Articles 1, 4 and 5-

138/ See, for example, some of tte c .. :mf;iderations ',-lhich weighed with the 
parties to the Tt'e::tty of La Flata River nn:1 .ics maritime limits, foot-note 76 supra: 

"The Governr.ents of the Republic of Argentina and the Republic of Uruguay, ••• 
motivated b: a comm')r, goal for the elit.Jination of potential difficulties that 
may arir.e out cf a le:gally undefined situation relevant to the exercise of 
equal rights in La Plata Ri\'er s and out .)f the lack of any delimitation of a 
boundary between tnPix resp~c~iv~ maritJJ~ jurisdictions; •.• have resolved 
to conclude a Treat~' that will envisage a fi:lal solution to such problems, 
consistent with the special characte~istics of the involved fluvial and 
maritime territorieG and the technical l~E ;uirements for their over-all 
utilization and exploitation, all within , . fr·amework of respect for sovereignty 
and for the respecti Je rights and inte:;."e~ ts of the t·<To States." 
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present topic are still a spur to the takin.r; of inHiatives and the making of 
oonceaaions in a see,rch t~or agreement. E.'itcept as had been other-Wise agreed, the 
onus must remain with the source State to show that it has taken every reasonab;l..~ 
step to save othet's from exposure to adverse 'transboundary ·effects • and to provi!ie 
for reparation. should such effects occur. -

45. The~-e are tw0 m<Un ways in \-lhich rules and guide.lines, developed in pursuance 
or-· -the present ·topic, can help source States an:d affected State.s to reach. -.greements 
that strik~ a r roper balance be'tweeri· freedom of a'ct.ivity and freedom from adverse 
transbouhdary f,ffects·~ ·one way is by developing a pattern of procedures t:o facilitate 
fact-finding and negotiation - as indicated. in secti9ns 2, 3. and 4 of the sche~atic 
outline. The other· way 'i's by consolidatil)g applicable principles and method~, ·as 
foreshadowed in ·secti'ons 5, 6 and '( of the sbhematic outline.' :In both of these . 
respects, ·state· practice can provide a revolvine fut:Jd. A'gr.ee'ments made with~n the 
context• et'the present· topic wlll furnish the parties to those agreements with more 
definite' ru1es to regulate particular ·kinds ot. 'transboundar·y danger, or with m<;n:·e· 
precise criter·ia for future decision-making in relation to such dangers. ·And. in so 
far as 'these new agreemei1t.s reveal consistent patterns of State practice, they in· 
turn· Will contribute to· 'thfi development of customary law, and will augment t.he · 
reservoir' or· applicable principles and factors. Therefore the proposed art;icle 3, 
dealing with the r•elationship between the present draft articles and other · -. ·. 
international agreements, subordinates the pi~esent articles to all internat;o~i ·!. :-. 

agreements, Pl"esent or future, to 'the extent that they deal with the same· Sl,l_bJ~ct-: 
matter. It remains to assess this rule of self-effacement, and its relationship tO 
the proposed scope article. 

. :;.: 

46·. · 'I'tu~ strength of 1the prqposed .irti,cles lies, first, in their affirmation that a 
source State is never 'withodt a ltigal responsibility. in relatior{ to thins;s dane; ' 
within its territory'or control, which do or may give·riae to a physical consequence, 
aff-ecting the tis'e· or· enjoyment of areas bey(;ind the limits of tha't State 1 s jurisdiction. 
Secondly~ subject to any customary law rult~:l!:' of prohibition - wh'ich 'ue out~lde the. 
scope of the: preseht article's - the normai method of discharging the source: State's 
responsibility is·6y Peaching·agreement with affected States upon measures to prevent, 
or minimize and repair, 'the actual or• prospective adverse transboundary effects. 
Failing the··possibilities of sucri'agreement, the source State remains accountable for 
the adequac1 of its own efforts to take and: implement measures which pay due regard 
to the interests of other States.: Thirdly, ·,these rules are supported by the whole 
range of treaty and claims practice examined in the Secretariat's extremely valuahie 
analytical study. 132/ That practice also provides ric.h precedents on which the 
present draft articles would draw in elabopating the procedures for fact-findine and 
negotiation, and in assembling the principle-s and factors which are the building-blocks 
of treaty regimes. Finally, against the background of rules and precepts already 
mentioned, there is enormous strength in the theme of voluntarism. The compulsions 
to regulate dangers are provided by facts, not by law. If law seeks to assert a 
compulsion of its own, divorced from fact, the impetus to legal development is lost 
in empty disputation whether StF:~.tes act freely in their own dom<\\int or are 
constrained by need for prior agreement. 

47. A commitment to voluntarism cannot be half-hearted. ·The first requiremetJt is 
to provide conditions that encourage communication between interested parties, 
leading t~em to pursue the pro~ise of a fair solution, and not to fear entrapment. 

l;.i2_i Document ST/LEG/15. 
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It is for this reason that the schematic outline attaches no dire legal consequence 
to a failure to engage in fact-finding, or to a refusal to establish a regime of 
prevention and reparation. The sanction is inherent in the circumstances of the 
source State: j t mu~Jt t·ear its own unliquidated liability, until there can be a 
fair distributi(n of costs and benefits, negotiated freely with affected States -
who may themsel es also be source States. It is tor the same reason that the 
proposed scope article is widely drato-m, speaking of "effects", not "adverse effects", 
and referring tc "situations", as well as to 11activities". An affected State is 
entitled to be the judge of its own interests, and its evaluation of effects upon use 
or enjoyment will not always coincide with that of the source State. Similarly, if 
these articles rrovide no formal sanction to compel the source State to provide 
information or to undertake negotiation, they must, as far as possible, place the 
affected State lr an equally advantageous position: the affected State may take the 
initiative by re~uesting information, and by seeking an abatement, in relation to any 
actual or suspected source of transboundary damage, without a need to establish a 
connection with an actirity. 140/ As the rules progress, their focus should narrow 
and deepen: "effects" will reduce to "adverse effects", and ultimately to "loss or 
injury"; and 11activities and situations 11 will become "activities" alone. Moreover, 
the shades of qualificati01. W11ich are, and should be, absent from the draft scope 
article will begin to mctke their appearance in the following sections: for instance, 
in section 2, reasonablP. limits, supported by State practice, must be set for the 
duty to notify affected States of their actual or possible exposure to physical 
conae~ uances with tr·anscoundary effects. 

48. It would, finally, be a mistake to assume too readily that the proposed draft 
articles will be drained of content in relation to every activity and situation to 
which other international agreements apply. The multilateral treaties which contain 
the most copious indications of criteria and procedures for evaluating transboundary 
effects are also those which call for the development of international law - or which 
asoert the absence of rules as to liability and, as it were, reserve a place for 
them. 141/ In bilateral negotiations, States make even more use of their right to 
tailor-~eir agreements to immediate requirements, leaving it to the general law to 
fill in gaps. Articles developed in pul"suance of the present topic cannot take the 
place of the more srecific agreements which it is their main objective to promote. 
They can, however, offer a wealth of precedent to facilitate the conclusion of such 
agreements, and testimony that the duty to avoid and repair adverse transboundary 
effects is a principle of general application. 

140/ See paras. 31 and 32 supra. 

141/ See para. 34 and foot-no~e 99 supra. See also the Convention on 
long-range transbounda~y air pollution, foot-note 37 aupra, Article 8 of which 
provides for the exchange of information among the Contracting Parties on, 
inter alia., "the extent of the damage which ••• can be attributed to long-range 
transboundary air pollution" (Article 8(f)). A foot~note to the word "damage" 
records that: "The present Convention does not contain a rule on State liability 
as to damage." 




